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Buying used Japan cars through Woodstock-Cartrading is 100% Risk free

If you are a rookie in buying used cars, Woodstock-Cartrading is the safest place for buying used Japan
cars.

Feb. 6, 2009 - PRLog -- Yokohama, JAPAN, – “Most of the used car buyers are not aware of the
techniques to check the condition of the used car. Many people are not able to understand the warning signs
in a used car (say) repainting, clamp marks, bumps and dents. These signs indicate that the used car may be
involved in a collision that might have damaged the other vital parts of the car” says, Mr. Sato Hiroaki of
http://woodstock-cartrading.com

He added that, “If you do not know how to check a used car for collision damages, then you should better
stay away from Japanese auto auctions. There are some crooked direct exporters of used Japan cars who
repaint the car with low quality paint to hide the collision damage marks. The exterior look of such used
Japan cars will be as good as the new ones and hence these crooked used car exporters will demand high
price for the same. Dealing with such Japanese used car exporters will put you in risk both legally and
economically.”

Speaking about the benefits of buying used Japan cars through Woodstock-Cartrading (
http://woodstock-cartrading.com), Mr. Sato Hiroaki said, “We’d say that buying used Japan cars through us
is 100% risk free. You don’t have to check for collision damages or worry about fixing the price according
to the condition of the car. All the used Japan cars purchased from Woodstock-Cartrading are subject to a
pre-shipment inspection. Once the order for a used Japan car is placed, that car will be sent to our well
equipped maintenance factory. The team of automobile engineers and automotive experts will test the used
Japan car thoroughly for any damages. Detailed pictures of the car will be taken and will be sent to the
buyer through emails. Hence the buyer need not come all the way to Japan to see the condition of the used
car.”

Speaking on the move, Mr. Sato Hiroaki said, “All the used Japan car shipments are done legally. All the
shipping documents like Deregistration documents, Bill of Lading, Original Documents of Insurance,
Customs Invoice, manual and other legal documents will be sent to the buyer. Hence the buyer won’t be
facing any difficulties while taking the delivery of the used car I their country.”

He concluded that, “Though there are lots of scams online, you can find genuine used Japan car suppliers
like ourselves where you can buy used Japan cars with just a few mouse clicks. Used cars are delivered to
European countries quickly in just 1 week.”

About Woodstock-Cartrading

Woodstock-Cartrading is the largest exporter of used Japan cars. Woodstock-Cartrading is the safest place
to buy used Japan cars online as their shipment procedure follows all the guidelines of used car export.
Moreover, there pre-shipment inspection makes them highlight in the Japanese used car export arena. For
more information, visit http://Woodstock-Cartrading.com 

Contact WOODSTOCK Trading, Inc.

Yokohama Landmark Tower 19F, 2-2-1, Minatomirai, Nishi-ku, Yokohama
220-8119, JAPAN
TEL +81-45-224-3008
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FAX +81-45-224-3009

For Purchase Assessment, please contact
Email: exp@woodstock-j.com
TEL +81-45-224-3008

--- End ---
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